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Identification of woody plants was
the first *‘real”  forestry class we took
when beginning our college education:
like most students. we found learning
hundreds of species a daunting pro-
cess. Latin names, morphology. classi-
fication keys, and differentiating simi-
lar species were all major challenges.
We distinctly remember drilling our-
selves on spelling and punctuation.
family. genus, species, and common
names. as well as  imponant  characteris-
tics for identification. using whatever
facilities were available, UnfortunntcJy.
many of the samples (either hcrbtrriurn
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mounts or “fresh” clippings) had suf- scrollable written description of re-
fered the examinations of hundreds of lated attributes, and a set of color pit-
earlier students. Some species were tures with different examples of the
represented only by a single discolored highlighted structure. A range map is
pressed leaf or fruit; rarely were other provided for most species, but is usu-
distinguishing features like bark. twigs, ally small and can be hard to read. In
tree form, or habitat available. As the Quiz section, users self-test their
with the untold number of forestry comprehension of species. Flexible de-
students before usI we survived this signs allow students to consider a range
first exposure to dendrology. But even of taxa or limit themselves to a specific
as freshmen,’ we couldn’t help think- family or genus. Instructors can also
ing that there must be a better way. develop quizzes that cover the species

Modem technology has provided that students are expected to know.
an aid to woody plant identification. Differentiating between similar spe-
Nothing can replace spending quality cies is one of the biggest problems for
time in the field with a professional, students. Woody Plants of North Amer-
but a recent offering from a group of ica allows comparison of several ex-
such experts provides a good tool. amples of a given species (multiple
Woody Plants of North America is a 2- photographs of leaves, twigs, flowers,
CD set created using Macromedia tech- fruits, bark, and form) and comparison
nology available for PCs with Win- with similar species (“look-alikes”).
dows 95 (or higher), at least I6 MB of This feature. one of the best contribu-
RAM, 30 MB of hard drive space, a tions, is not universal for all species
CD or DVD player, and a color moni- (e.g., it was not available for American
tor. The product is intended to supple- smoketree Cotinus  obovazus, or pond-
ment (rather than replace) field instruc- apple Annona  glabra).  For common
tion for identifying 470 of the most commercial species (e.g.. white oak,
common native and introduced trees Quercus  ulbu),  there are usually many
and shrubs in North America. specimens of similar-looking species

The program’s interface has been for highlighted morphological shruc-
designed as a user-friendly, graphics- tures. For the white oak bark descrip-
rich front end that should be easily tion, there were four samples of look-
na’vigated by today’s technology-savvy alike species (overcup oak Quercur
students. After introduction and credit lyrata, bur oak Q. macrocqa,  post
screens, users are asked to choose one oak Q. stellara, and sand post oak Q.
of four options (described in detail margarettiae).  and brief descriptions of
when the mouse is .placed over them). how they differ from white oak.
Main menu choices include “Morphol- There are areas for improvement 0f
ogy,” ‘fAngiospelms,” LGymllospeIms,” this product. Species provided to the
or “Quiz.” The Morphology submenu is user are limited in scope and should be
a tour of primary plant structures used supplemented in future editions. The
to identify  woody species, including morphology section, while fairly de-
leaves, flowers and strobili, fruits and tailed, lacked some examples of impor-
fruiting bodies, twigs, bark, and tree tant characteristics (e.g., bipinnately
form. Each of these subunits has a se- compound leaves). Not all features are
ries of pictures and animated graphics consistently available for all species-
that identify key features and nomen- some lacked a range map or compari-
clature (e.g., petioles, racemes, obo- son with other species for features like
vate leaf form, strobili). This section bark or twigs. Many photographs were
is intended not as an exhaustive menu blurry or did not distinguish focal spe-
of possible features, but a listing of cies within mixed canopy. It would be
technical and nontechnical descrip- helpful to improve some species com-
tions and images to assist beginning parisons. For example, it may be ben-
students. Angiosperm and Gymno- eficial to show the front and back of
sperm menus are subdivided by family similar-shaped leaves in a single image
and genus to arrive at species. Once a to help differentiate species, especially
species has been chosen, a screen ap- if attributes like pubescence or color
pears, listing key taxonomic features, a are prominent. More information on

other frequently used names (both com-
mon and scientific) would be helpful.
The Quiz section does not permit the
user to change an entry once it has been
accepted, and more feedback about
correct answers would be nice. The
program screens lack scalability, so
large monitors cannot be used to full
advantage. It would be good if there
were an option during installation to
deposit all information on the hard
drive rather than keeping images and
data on CDs. This would allow quicker
response times and avoid program re-
quests to ‘insert the CD. Because many
modem PCs come with 20+ GB hard
drives. we don’t think many people
would mind dedicating the space.

These limitations aside, we feel
that Woody Plants of lVorth America
would be a good aid for beginning
dendrologists or .those interested in
a quick, visually oriented packige to
help learn local species. More ad-
vanced users are likely to appreciate
this effort, even:if it is somewhat lim-
ited in features and species. The mod-
erately expensive price tag ($85, not
including shipping and handling) may
discourage some students from pur-
chasing the product, given that they
will probably be required to buy at
least one other textbook. However,
we would still recommend this tool
because of the good color photo-
graphs and ability to compare differ-
ent distinguishing characteristics, as
well as opportunities to self-test
knowledge. Today’s students may be
more inclined to apply this user-
friendly program than a more techni-
cal, yet cumbersome, dendrology text
or identification key. While a digital
reference cannot replace seeing, feel-
ing, or smelling a fresh specimen, any
resource that garners interest from
less-than-enthusiastic students will
only help.
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